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Davis Polk & Wardwell

1 Chase Manhattan Plaza
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Re:

Dear Mr. Whitman:
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October 13, 1987

-

PUBLIC AVAILABILITY DATE: 10-14-87
ACT SECTION RULE

1934 10(b) 1 Ob- 6

1934 10(b) lob- 7

The British Petroleum Company- p'.1-.c.
File No. TP 87-338

In your letter dated September 22, 1987,»as supplemented
by meetings and telephone conversations with the staff, you
request on behalf of The British Petroleum Company p.1.c.
("BPT), the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury
("HM Treasury-) on behalf of Her Majesty's Government ("HMG-),
and certain distribution participants as described herein,
exemptions from Rules 1Ob-6 and 1Ob-7 under: the Securities

fExchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act') with respect to certain
market-activities during a distribution of equity securities of
BP,'as more fully described below.

You make the following representations:

I. ]- British Petroleum

4-

BP kand.its subsidiaries form the largest company in the13* r :runited Kingdom ("U.K."),-the second largest in Europe, and one of
'5711. theflargest inathe world on the basis of 1986 sales. At the
B P"Spresent'-time about 1,735,000,000 Ordinary bhares of BP of 25 3
' pence each (BPShares') are Owned by HMG, representing approxi-
B =A<Smately·.31.5 percent of all outstanding BP Shares, The balance

<i:fof about 3,768,000,000 outstanding BP Shares, or 68.5 percent
tof' theclass, is held by the public. <BP Shares are currently
- traded on The International Stock Exchange of the United

54:... «Kingdom:.and The Republic-of Ireland Limited ("ISE") in the form*],L'13'tiof.Ordinary Shares and American Depositary Shares ( rADSS").
5,2 47:>'AADSstard'alsi) listed land ] traded on the New York Stock Exchange
f.' Stoinithdi<'form' 6-f Americari*Diep8si.tary.-*eceipts ("AbRs') ..2 BP 1
t. '· :,Shares have/r6cently begun trading''on . the Tokyo Stock Exchange
343, 49/and:·ADS'saresexpected to.begin tradingron the Toronto Stockily=b>.9, '38*h@Midfod-Octobdr -307-1987.2.0· s· -- v .
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There are approximately 260,000 registered holders of
BP Shares, including a nominee for Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
of New York ("MGT"). MGT currently holds in London approximately
319 million BP Shares against which it has issued ADSs, each of
which represents 12 BP Shares. The ADSs are issued by MGT in the
f6rm of ADRs, and are the form in which substantially all United
States ( "U.S.") investors hold title to BP Shares. There ·are

approximately 450 individual holders of BP Ordinary Shares holding
an aggregate of 800,000 BP Shares that have U.S. addresses on
BP's share register. Over the past few years, ADSs have represented
between 1 and 6 percent of the BP Shares outstanding, and at the
present time represent about 5.8 percent. No significant holdings
outside the U.K. and U.S. markets are identifiable.

II. The Combined Offering

As part of its continuing program of privatizations,
HMG proposes to sell all its remaining BP Shares, except for a
small holding retained to accommodate a -bonus share" program
for small investors ("Bonus Shares"). At the same time, BP
will sell approximately bl.5 billion worth of newly issued
fully-paid BP Shares to HMG against full payment therefor, and
HM Treasury will include these shares with its own holdings as
part of a combined offering (Combined Offering'). The current
market value of the Combined Offering is approximately h7.5
billion or, translated at current exchange rates, approximately
$13'billion.

HM Treasury intends to sell all these BP Shares on an
instalment basis, with approximately one-third of the purchase
price#payable upon issuance of the instalment payment BP Shares

-' or ADSs ("Instalment Payment BP Shares or ADSs;" collectively,
ME- "'. •Instalment Payment Securities"). The remainder of the pur-
5 -chase price is payable in two approximately equal portions

t- during,the next 18 months. _1/ Under procedures utilized by
- f HMG in -all of the previous privatizations involving instalment

' -2-- payments, purchasers of the Instalment Payment Securities who
> ·, «>are holders on the subsequent payment dates are obligated to

make the payments on penalty of forfeiture.

tiv

1/ The Division'stOffice of Legal Policy has responded
Sseparately to your inquiry concerning the applicability

-f 'of Section 11(d)(1) of the Exchange Act to the instalment
payment feature by letter dated September 30, 1987.

t
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At the present time, HM Treasury has determined that themajor portion of the BP Shares to be sold in the Combined --I ' Offering will be to U.K. retail subscribers and eligible BPemployees in-the U.K. (*U.K. Retail Offer") at a price("Fixed Price"), which will represent a discount off the market, price of outstanding fully paid BP Shares.
Existing holders ofBP Ordinary Shares or ADSs, wherever situated, will also be

- priority basis for Instalment Payment BP Shares at the Fixedoffered the opportunity to subscribe in the offering on a
Price ("Shareholder Offer-). A "pathfinder" prospectus wasreleased in the U.K. on September 25, 1987.

A registration
("Securities Act") was filed on September 25, 1987, withstatement on a Form S-3 under the Securities Act of 1933

..1

Registration Statement").respect to the Shareholder Offer ("Shareholder Offer
The remainder of the Combined Offering (=InternationalOffer') will be to U.K. institutions and syndicates ofunderwriters ("International Underwriters') in the U.S., Canada,Japan, and Continental Europe.

It is expected that the priceat which Instalment Payment BP Shares and ADSs are sold in theInternational Offer will exceed the Ffxed Price. Although theallocation of the International Offer will be made on the basisof demand, as described below, HM Treasury and BP anticipatethat the shares offered in the U.S. could carry an aggregateoffering price in excess of $2 billion (on a fully paid basis).Airegistration statement on a Form S-3 under the SecuritiesAct was filed on September 25, 1987, with respect to zheInternational Offer -("International Offer RegistrationStatement").
-

- On October 15, 1987 ("Impact Day"), the Fixed Price ins pounds will be determined and the U.K. Retail Offer willcommence. Applications in the U.K. Retail Offer, togethert/*j with payment, must be submitted to HM Treasury's receiving--«- ·-banks by October 28, 1987 ("Application Day-), and the basis-- of allocation will be announced on October 30, 1987 ("AllocationDayi),3#when trading in Instalment Payment BP Shares and ADSs> : Willr commence worldwide. Durilig the<period between Application4 . Day and Allocation Day, HM Treasury will negotiate with theU.K. linstitutions and_the International Underwriters and/determine the single sales price,for the 2International Offerand,{the final allocation of Instalment Payment BP Shares andt-: -2"ADS s among them,:.all' of·.which will be announced at thebpening'of. trading on Allocation Day, when all regulatoryclea'rances, including effectiveness <of the Shareholder Offer69 .tand;,Irternational Offer Registration Statements, are expectddti ]St«6 be'obtained. :''f'. + 1 .4
--,2.
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The Shareholder Offer will follow a slightly differentschedule to accommodate market practice and laws in a number of7 ' jurisdictions. Pursuant to the Shareholder Offer, holders of BPOrdinary Shares oh September 30, 1987, and holders of ADSs onOctober 14, 1987, will be offered the opportunity to subscribe,on a priority basis, to a certain amount of the shares being:- offered
at.-the Fixed Price. Subscription forms in the ShareholderOffer will be personal to each holder of BP Shares or ADSs andcannot be assigned or transferred. For non-U.S. and non-Canadianholders, the Shareholder Offer requires acceptance by theholders in much the same manner ,s the U.K. Retail Offer,

i.e., the holder must subscribe by Application Day with his
payment in pounds accompanying his subscription. U.S. andCanadian holders ("North American Holders) will be treateddifferently. The North American Holders will be requiredto subscribe, but without sending payment, for InstalmentPayment BP Shares or ADSs by October 27, 1987, retaining theright to revoke their subscriptions up through 2 p.m. (New Yor ktime) on October 30, 1987. After the Shareholder Offer Regis-tration Statement becomes ef,fective on October 30, 1987, HMTreasury will accept all outstanding subscriptions not thereto-fore revoked and send confirmations and ,final prospectuses tosubscribers, who have until November 5, 1987 to provide payment.If payment is received, the subscriber will be sent certificatesrepresenting his Instalment Payment Securities.. There willbe no dealer group receiving separate compensation for solicitingsubscriptions, and no -success fee" will be paid for obtainingsubscriptions.

III. Underwriting

The Combined Offering (except for the Bonus Shares)will be underwritten at the Fixed Price on Impact Day, when HMTreasury expects 0. enter into two underwriting agreements: one with the International Underwriters and the other with a groupof approximately 15 U.K. underwriters ("U.K. Underwriters'J-:-s.14 The U.K. Underwriters will make a stand-by underwriting commit-ment covering tHe Instalment Payment BP Shares to be sold inthe U. K. Retail Offer, and the 'securities that are anticipated,7 S to be sold to U.K. institutions in the International andS . .sshareholder offers outside the U.S., Canada, and Japan.« The International Underwriters will underwrite those portions" c-i - of the International Offer expected to be sold to each of them,8:-3 ,.and.will also underwrite the Shareholder Offer to, respectively,the U. S., Canadian, and Japanese holders of BP Ordinary SharesOand .ADSs. Shares not taken up in the Shareholder offer will be1, ,/' 6&45' allocated to the U.K. Retail Offer to the -extent there is
-
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demand, and if not, will be allocated back to the underwriting
syndicate that had originally committed to stand-by for them.
As compensation for these commitments, each group of underwriters
will be paid commissions by HMG.

As is typical in a U.K. offering, the U.K. Underwriters
expect to ®lay off" all or a portion of their underwriting -
risk by entering into agreements with a number of institutional
and other investors (collectively, 0Sub-Underwriters"), such as
pension funds, insurance companies, unit trusts, and investment
trust companies, as well as market makers in BP Shares. As in

the case of many larger U.K. offerings there can be as many as
800 Sub-Underwriters. Portions of the sub-underwriting may be
arranged by brokers (U.K. Brokers") who customarily receive a
commission based on the amount of the securities sub-underwritten
through them. Pursuant to the sub-underwriting agreements, each
Sub-Underwriter will be obligated in the event the Shareholdgr
Offer is undersubscribed, to purchase, at the Fixed Price, a
specified portion of any BP Shares which the U.K. Underwritess
may be required to take up pursuant to their underwriting

J agreement with HM Treasury. For its sub-underwriting commitment,
each Sub-underwriter will be paid a commission based on the
amount of the securities which it has agreed to sub-underwrite.
The U.K. Underwriters and U.K. Brokers will in this manner
arrange for all or substantially all of the securities being
offered in the U.K. to be sub-underwritten, but the U.K.
Underwriters will be responsible for purchasing on the same
terms as the U.K. public any shares which a Sub-Underwriter
fails to take up.

- 5 ' If at the conclusion of the Combined Offering a Sub-
Underwriter holds securities_which-it has acquired pursuant
to such commitment or in the market in excess of the amount
it wanted to obtain or is willing to retain, it can be expected
to dispose of such securities in the market. Each such Sub-
Under*riter ie free to, and can be expected to, act independently.
-I >

U.K. sub-underwriters ("U.K. Sub-Underwriters"), which
will constitute the great majoiity of all Sub-Underwriters,
will riot take any active role in soliciting applications for
the BP Shares being offered. The U.K. Sub-Underwriters'
involvement in such an offer consists solely of their stand-by
commitment. There is no mechanism in a U.K. offering for the
U.K. Sub-Underwriters, or any group of them, to act together
in bi'dding for or purchasingthe securities being distributed
for theit principal accounts; indeed, since the recent
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restructuring of the U.K. financial markets ("Big Bang"},it
would probably be illegal for any such concerted purchaingactivity to take place in the absence of permisdive rules whichare not yet in force. The principal exception to the discussionof U.K. Sub-Underwriters is the group of U.K. Sub-Underwriters ·-that are ISE market makers in BP Shares ('U.K. Sub-UnderwriterMarket Makers"), who participate as Sub-Underwriters at leastpartly to obtain BP Shares with which to make a market.

.

The non-U.K. Sub-Underwriters ("Non-U.K. Sub-Underwriters'),however, may fall into a different category. A number of
Non-U.K. Sub-Underwriters will be much more nearly comparableto U.S. securities dealers, and can be expected to distribute asubstantial portion of any Instalment Payment BP Shares taken
up by them either through application in the International
Offer or pursuant to their sub-underwriting commitments„ In
addition, neither the significance of BP Shares to the overall
trading activities of Non-U.K. Sub-Underwriters nor the importanceof their participation to assure an orderly market in BP Sharesi " is comparable to the situatton with the U.K. Underwriters andn the U.K. Sub-Underwriters.

IV. Trading Market for BP Shares
1_ ·· .·

The principal market for BP Shares is the ISE, wher eBP Shares have been designated as an Alpha stock. BP's advisorsestimate that daily trading volume in BP Shares on the ISE-

 J.iaverages 15 million Ordinary Shares, and«that this level ofS f 3-2 + activity would be substantially increased during theTperiod of
the Combined Offering. Trading of ADSs on the ISE commenced inc__S July 1987 and has an average daily volume of- about 150,000 ADSs(equivalent to 1,800,000 BP Shares) . By comparison, the dailyjtrading volume:of ADSs on the NYSE, the second largest market
for BP Shares, averages 375,000 ADSs (which is equivalent to.DZZ--4.-3. mi;lion ]BP -Shares)--1- 6-- tt-_

As a result of "Big Bang,:.trading of BP Shares in London1 has changed radically from that which prevailed at the time ofthe Letter regarding British Petroleum (letter dated September15, 1983). 'At that time, U.K. underwriters could not beaffiliated with the jobber firms that facilitated market makingon the ISE. ' Today, financial conglomerates combining brokeragehouses, jobber firms, and underwriters have been established inLondon.and, of the 14 current market makers in BP Shares and ADSs

, i
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on the ISE, all but four are affiliated with or are divisions
of firms that are anticipated to be either U.K. Underwriters

- 1"ISE O.K. vriderwriter Market Maker Affiliates") or -U.S.
Underwriters 1"ISE U.S. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliates')
for the Combined Offering (collectively, "Affiliated MarketMakers"). The 10 Affiliated Market Makers represent about 90percent of average trading volume in BP Shares. The other fourISE market makers in BP Shares will be U.K. Sub-Underwriter
Market Makers. There are four current ISE market makers in ADSS,all of which are also market makers in BP Shares.

The ISE market is now wholly a dealer market, and
superficially resembles the National Association of SecuritiesDealers Automated Quotation System ("NASDAQ). The ISE rulesepromulgated under the umbrella of the U.K. Financial ServicesAct 1986 ("FSA"), govern market maker conduct. Furthermore, asdescribed more fully in the Letter regarding The International
Stock Exchange (letter dated September 29, 1987) ("ISE Letter"),
market makers are registered as such in a particular stock, and
must continuously maintain 4wo-way prices in not less than a
marketable quantity on the ISE's Stock Exchange Automated Quota-
market can result in deregistration in the particular stock andtion ("SEAQ®) system. Failure to maintain quotes or a continuous
the termination of market making activities. Once a market2 .--:maker is-deregistered in a security it may not become re-regis-
tered'for a period of three months without ISE permission.

6 : & Market makers publish firm bid and offer prices together
with the size of their quotes on SEAQ. They are committed
thereafter to buy or sell at the price and in the size quoted.

1 - Market »makers are committed to make a two-way price in a,minimum
size-of 1000 shares, but-10 of the 14 BP market makers are accus-
tomed to making a two-way price in a size of at least 100,000

r -4- and up to 250,000 shares, and U.K. investors are used to seeing
such market making in such sizes for BP Shares, particularly in-2 - 'light -of the daily-volume. 4-

- 46 9. V. Exemption Request

-rt- . Because the offering of Instalment Payment BP Shares
outside the U.S. is proposed to be coordinated with a registered -distribution of Instalment Payment ADSs in the U.S., and because

/8trading on the ISE will definitely influence market prices ofBP Shares and ADSs in the U.S., a question arises as to the
potential> applicability of Rules 1Ob-6 and 1Ob-7 to trading in
BP Shares and ADSs by the participants in the portions: of the 1Combined'Offering outside the U.S. In your view, it is essential

lF
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to the success of the Combined Offering that all portions of _
the Combined Offering (particularly those portions to be

r

offered in the U.S. and the O.K.) be conducted simultaneously,
and.that the ISE market in BP Shares and ADSs not be inhibited

during the Combined Offering. Application of Rules 10b-6 and
1Ob-7 to all U.K. Underwriters, Sub-Underwriters, and Affiliated

Market Makers would remove virtually all significant participants
in the U.K. market and effectively halt trading in BP Shares.
Therefore, -you have requested the exemptive relief describea in
your letter.

..m

Additionally, you have proposed that the date of 'com-
mencement of offers and sales be deemed to be the date of

effectiveness of the Shareholder Offer and International Offer

Registration Statements, expected to be October 30, 1987, and
therefore'that the period for prohibition of bids and purchases
under Rule 10b-6 extend from October 28, 1987 (i.e., two business

days prior to the date of effectiveness of the Shareholder and
International Offer Registration Statements) to the time of
termination of the Combined,Offering.

Response:

A. Requirements of Rule 1Ob-6 and Rule 1Ob-7

Rule 1Ob-6 is an anti-manipulative rule that, subject
to certain exceptions, prohibits persons engaged in a distribu-
tion of securities from bidding for or purchasing, or inducing
others to bid for or purchase, such securities, any security of
the Game-class and series as those securities, or any right to
purchase any such security ("related securities*) until they

Ati _ have completed their participation in the distribution.

The provisions of Rule 1Ob-6 apply to issuers, selling
c shareholders, underwriters, prospective underwriters, dealers;-

1 st-»3- brokers, and -other -persons 180 -have -agreed -to participate tr
-41-Zlare -pdrtidi*ati#4-in the distribiltioni and --their laffiliated -Z

3purchasers" as defined in Rule lab-6(c)(6), including broker-
f Nt ".- ' > dealer affiliates. Accordingly, from at least the date of

p ' -thie filing of -the Shareholder Offer and International Offer -M -,1
Registration Statements, the persons participating in the

i F ' . . 1. Combined Offering, including BP, the U.K. Underwriters,
N '- . 'Inte'rnational Underwriters, Affiliated Market Makers, U.K.

,4 · _ 5 'Participants=) are subject to Rule lOb-6. As a result, absent
- 7 L Brokers, and Sub-Underwriters (collectively, =Distribution

c'#.-2. an exception to or an exemption from Rule 1Ob-6, bids for or
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;- _ purchases of BP Shares or related securities ('BP Securities"),including market making activities, would be prohibited untilthe Shareholder Offer and the International Offer have been --. completed or abandoned.

Rule 106-7 applies to "any person who, either alone or-- P

with one or more other persons, directly or indirectly,
stabilizes the price of a security to facilitate an offering- of any security." Stabilization transactions are those --- ---involving 'the placing of any bid, or the effecting of any
the price of any security." Rule 1Ob-7(c) 'provides: "Nopurchase, for the purpose of pegging, fixing or stabilizing
stabilizing bid shall be made except for the purpose of
preventing or retarding a decline in the open market price ofa' security.- Stabilization does not contemplate transactionsin excess of those required to prevent or retard a decline inthe market price, or those which raise the market price of asecurity or which create a false or misleading appearance ofactive trading in a security, or a false or misleading appearancewith respect to the market Cor a security. Although market<. making activities may prevent or retard the price decline of a- security, «they are not necessarily so-limited. For these1« AG reasons market making activities do not comply with Rule lOb-7,.f' and are not excepted from the provisions of Rule 1Ob-6 by4 1»virtue:of Rule 1Ob-6(a)(4)(viii).

RE„ B.- Exemptions

On -the basis of your representations and the facts, - presented, particularly:the ISE regulatory framework and theSneed to maintain an orderly market for BP Securities during an> 1 offering _of such unprecedented magnitude, the Commission hasgranted the following exemptions from Rule 1Ob-6 and Rule 1Ob-71 subject to the conditions herein:

LZLC-15.-- -:1. During the period from two business days '_2/ prior tothe commencement of offers and sales in the International Offer*t '" and the Shareholder Offer to the North American Holders (whichis .expected.to be the date of dffectiveness,of the registrationtstatements relating to these offers, October 30, 1987) until«/5-.the.termination 'of the distribution (*Rule lOb-6 Period'),f ':. -- -I --- C
-

-...

-

2/- A two business day cooling-off period is applicable to, . BP Shares and ADSS because they are designated Alpha0- securities. See ISE Letter:
25.'49>'92.5 « : ' ' 'i»·,-f]j 4. 1'S,],SC], .- . 1
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ISE U.K. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliates and U.K. Sub-
Underwriter Market Makers may effect bids and purchases in BP
Securities in normal market making transactions reported to
the ISE. -Moreover, such market zakers may effect purchases of
BP Securities: (a) in response to inquiries that are unsolicited
(other than through bids disseminated in SEAQ) from clien,ts or
other ISE member firms; (b) in brokerage transactions which are
unsolicited (other than through the bids disseminated through
SEAQ) ; and lc) otherwise as permitted by the exceptions in Rule
1 Ob-6.

Other than through the bids disseminat,d through SEAQ, ISE
U.K. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliates and U.K. Sub-Underwriter
Market Makers shall not solicit or induce any purchases of BP
Securities during the Rule 1Ob-6 Period. Bids for or purchases

of BP Securities made pursuant to this exemption shall be
limited to transactions related to market making activities in
the U.K. in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the -
ISE.

2. ISE U.S. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliates may
effect "passive market making" transactions in BP Securities,
subject_to the terms and conditions of the ISE Letter, which is
incorporated-herein by reference.

3. All Sub-Underwriters,
i«. Sub-Underwriter Market Makers,

have been granted an exemption
Combined Offering.

other than U.K. Brokers, U.K.
and Non-U.K. Sub-Underwriters,
from Rule 1Ob-6 during the».

C. Conditions to Exemptions

1. All Affiliated Market Makers and U.K. Sub-Underwriter
Market«Makers undertake to comply with such transaction reporting

-- and,surveillance requirements°for BP Securities implemented by
-1- -"- -the ISE during the Rule lab-6 Period.- -

--

2. Each I&E UK. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliate ·and·U.K.
2' _Sub-Underwriter Market Maker will maintain records of each

- .- 0- purchase and sale of BP Securities effected directly or indirectly
f for its account during the Rule 101>6 Period for two years from

s such purchases or sales. « = ..
-

3.-- Each ISE U.K. Underwriter Market Maker Affiliate and
U.K. Sub-Uriderwriter Market Maker will make available, in person
or by telephone, representatives to respond to inquiries made by

4
.•- V.
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r k.. ..I I '. ' .e

i * , / 7 the Commission staff, when it is requested to do so by the ISE
and the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry in connection --

32' 9 -? with a request made by the Commission pursuant to the "Memc--
. randumpof Understanding on Exchange of Information between

the United -States Securities and Exchange Commission and the
United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry in Matters

cRelating to Securities and between the United States Commodity
Futures Trading Commission and the United Kingdom Department of

,.zz. Trade and, Industry in Matters Relating to Futures," dated
September 23, 1986.

1

1

*:.-

4. All Distribution Participants shall not from the time
they become a Distribution Participant until the completion of

' the distribution effect any transactions in BP Securities that
are made for the purpose of creating actual, or apparent,
active trading in or raising the price of any such security.

5. All Distribution Participants will comply, in all
transactions relating to BP Securities, with the provisions of
Section 47(2) of the FSA as if it were in full force.

..,.

6. The International Offer Registration Statement and
and Shareholder Offer Registration Statement will include a
statement, as required by Item 502(d) (1) of Regulation S-K
under the Securities Act regarding transactions which stabilize
or maintain the market price of securities, with appropriate
modification, to reflect the intention to engage in market
making during the Rule lOb-6 Period. Pursuant to Rule 408

under the Securities Act there will be included in the "Plan of
Distribution" section of the prospectus a brief description of
the proposed market making activities.

7. In all other respects, all Distribution Participants
relying on the exemptions granted herein shall comply
with the provisions of Rules 1Ob-6 and 1Ob-7.

-...

-_The foregoing .exemptions-from Ruld.106-6 afid-Ruld-lob€72
>Z-Tn-,are -based sol€ly- on your representations and the facte presented

and are strictly limited to the I application of those rules to
j , 'the transactions described. Such transactions should be dis-

' continued pending presentation of the facts for our consideration
in the event that any material change occurs with respect to

f any of those facts or representations. In addition, all persons
A.. relying on these exemptions are directed to the antifraud and

: -' anti-manipulation provisions of the Exchange Act, particularly 
Sections 9(a)(2) and 10(b) and Rule lob-5 thereunder. Respon-
sibility for compliance with these and any other applicable

3.L 1 '. . '* I. -  I
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provisions of the federal securities laws must rest with theI Distribution Participants. The Division expresses no view withrespect to any other questions that the proposed transactions disclosure concerning, and the applicability of any othermight raise, including but not limited to, the adequacy of
federal or state laws to, the proposed transactions.

You have agreed 20 waive the provisions of the Commission'srules concerning publication of interpretive and no-action
letters and other written communications (17 CFR 200.81) which
provides for the public availability of written communications
requesting interpretive legal advice together with any response.Accordingly, your letter dated September 22, 1987, and this
letter shall be placed in the Commission's public file onOctober 14, 1987.

Pursuant to delegated authority,

\ ALk 6 1«L
Richard G. Ketchum
Director

- r ' '
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1934 Act

, Division of Market Regulation
Office of Legal Policy and
Trading Practices

Section 10 (b)
Rules 1Ob-6,

1Ob-7

September 22, 1987

Proposed Offering of Instalment Payment
Shares and ADSs of The British Petroleum
Company p.1.c. -- Rule lob-6

We are serving as counsel to the United States
underwriters (the "US Underwriters") of the proposed secon-
dary offering of equity securities of The Britj.sh Petroleum
Company p.1.c. ("BP") to be sold by the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Treasury ("HM Treasury") on behalf of Her
Majesty's Government ("HMG't), and described in Part I below.
on behalf of BP, HM Treasury and all the market participants
for the proposed transaction, ,we hereby submit the following
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application to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"Commission") for exemptions from Rule 1Ob-6 (and, to the
limited extent set forth, from Rule 1Ob-7) to the extent and
for the reasons set forth in Part IV below.

;I. The Proposed Offering

BP and its subsidiaries form the largest company in
the United Kingdom ("UK"), the second largest in Europe and
one of the largest in the world (on the basis of 1986 sales).
A€ the present time, about 1,735,000,000 Ordinary Shares of
BP of 25p each ("BP Shares") are owned by HMG, representing
approximately 31.5% of all outstanding BP Shares. The
balance of about 3,768,000,000 outstanding BP Shares, or

.68.5% of the class, is held by the public. BP Shares are

currently traded on The International Stock Exchange of the
United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland Limited (the
"LSE") . By October 30, 1987, BP expects that BP Shares will
also be.accepted for trading on the Toronto Stock Exchange
and the Tokyo Stock Exchange. There are some 260,000
registered shareholders, including a nominee for Morgan
Guaranty Trust Company of New York ("MGT"), which now holds
'in:London approximately 319 million BP Shares against which
it has issued American Depositary Shares ("ADSs"), eadh of
which represents 12 BP Shares. The ADSs are issued in the
form of American Depositary Receipts ("ADRs") by MGT, are
listed on the New York Stock Exchange and are the form in
which sGbstantially all US investors hold title to BP Shares,
although there are some 450 individual holders of BP Shares
(who hold an aggregate of 800,000 BP Shares) who have US '
addresses on BP's share register. Over the past few years,
ADSs have represented between 1 and 6% of the BP Shares
outstanding, and at the present time the percentage is about
5.8%. No significant holdings outside the UK and US markets
are identifiable.

As part of its continuing program of privatizations,
HMG proposes to sell all its remaining BP Shares, except for
a -small holding retained to accommodate a "bonus share"
program for small investors. At the same time, BP will sell
approximately £1.5 billion worth of newly issued fully-paid
BP-Shares to HMG against full payment therefor, and HM
Treasury will include these shares with its own holdings as
part of a Combined Offering. The current market value of the
entire Combined Offering aggregates approximately £7.5 bil-
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HM Treasury intends to sell all these BP Shares on
an instalment basis, with roughly one third of the purchase
price payable upon issuance of the instalment payment BP
Sharus or ADSs, and the remainder ( in roughly equal portions)
payable at two dates during the next 18 months. Under
familiar procedures utilized by HMG in all of the previous
privatizations involving instalments, purchasers of the
instalment payment securities who remain holders at the
respective record dates are obligated to make the subsequent
payments on penalty of forfeiture.

At the present time, HM Treasury has determined
that the major portion of the BP Shares to be sold in the
Combined Offering will be to UK retail subscribers and
eligible BP employees in the UK at a price (the "Fixed
Price") which will represent a discount off the market price
of outstanding fully paid BP Shares. Existing holders of BP
Shares or ADSs, wherever situated, will also be entitled to
subscribe in the offering on a priority basis for instalment
payment BP Shares at the Fixed Price (the "Priority Offer") .

The remainder of the Combined Offering will be to
UK institutions and syndicates o f underwriters in the_ US,
Canada, Japan and Continental Europe (the "International
Offer"). It is expected that the price at which instalment
payment BP Shares and ADSs are sold in the International
offer will exceed the Fixed Price. Although the allocation
of the International Offer will be made on the basis of
demand, as described below, HM Treasury and BP anticipate
that the shares offered in the US could carry an aggregate
offering price in excess of $2 billion (on a fully paid
basis).

Marketing considerations dictate that in order to
accomplish a successful distribution of the total amount of
instalment payment securities to be sold, the offerings,
particularly those in the US and UK, must be conducted essen-
tially simultaneously, because if any of the distributions
were to precede the other, the overhang created by the
impending offerings would be likely to have a substantial
adverse impact upon the first of them.

II. Mechanics - Combined Offering

It is anticipated that the mechanics of the Com-
bined Offering -- and the timetable -- will follow the typi-
cal UK practice familiar to the Commission as a result of the
privatizations of British Telecommunications plc in 1984,
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British Gas plc in 1986 and British Airways plc in early
1987, but with a few differences. A "pathfinder" prospectus
will be released in the UK on September 25, 1987, while at
the same time regulatory filings will be made in the overseas
jurisdictions ( including a registration statement filed with
the Commission under the Securities Act of 1933 (the "1933
Act" )). On October 15 ("Impact Day"), the Fixed Price in
pounds sterling will be determined, and the UK retail offer
will commence. Subsequent applications from UK retail pur-
chasers, together with payment, must be submitted to HM
Treasury' s receiving banks by October 28 ("Application Day"),
and the basis of allocation will be announced on October 30

("Allocation Day"), when trading in instalment payment BP
Shares and ADSs will commence worldwide. During the period
between Application Day and Allocation Day, HM Treasury will
negotiate with the UK institutions and the overseas under-
writers and determine the single sales price for the Inter-
national Offer and the final allocation of instalment payment
securities among them, all of which will be announced at the
opening of trading on Allocation Day, when all regulatory
clearances (including SEC effectiveness) are expected to be
obtained.

The Priority Offdr will follow a slightly different
schedule, to accommodate market practice and laws in a number
of jurisdictions. Holders of BP Shares and ADSs on Impact
Day will be offered the opportunity to subscribe, on a
priority basis, to a certain amount of the shares being
offered at the Fixed Price. For non-U.S. or Canadian

holders, the Priority Offer requires acceptance by the
holders in much the same manner as the Fixed Offer -- i.e.,
the holder must apply by Application Day with his payment in
pounds accompanying his application. US and Canadian holders
(the "North American holders") will be treated di fferently
and the Priority Offer to them will be registered with the
Commission under a 1933 Act registration statement separate
from the one registering the US and Canadian portions of the
International Offer. The North American holders will be

required to apply, but without sending payment, for instal-
ment payment BP Shares or ADSs by October 27, retaining the
right to revoke their applications up through October 30.
After the registration statement becomes effective on October
30, HM Treasury will accept all outstanding applications not
theretofore revoked and send confirmations and final prospec-
tuses to applicants, who have until November 5 to provide
payment. If payment is received, the applicant will be sent
certificates representing their instalment payment
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securities; if hot, the defaulting applicants will be "sold
out" to mitigate losses.

The entire Combined Offering (except for the bonus
shares) will be underwritten at the Fixed Price on Impact
Day, when HM Treasury expects to enter into two underwriting
agreements: one with all overseas underwriting groups and the
other with a group of some 15 UK merchant banks (the "UK
Underwriters'I) , which will make a "stand-by" underwriting
commitment covering instalment payment BP shares in the
Combined Offering made to the UK public, the eligible BP
employees, the anticipated securities that are to be sold to
UK institutions in the International Offer and, lastly, the
Priority Offer outside the US, Canada and Japan. The US,
Canadian, Japanese and European syndicates will underwrite
those portions of the International Offer expected to be sold
to each of them and the US, Canadian and Japanese syndicates
will also underwrite the Priority Offer to, respectively,
US, Canadian and Japanese holders of BP Shares and ADSs.
Shares not taken up in the Priority Offer will be allocated
to the UK retail purchasers, to the extent there is demand,
and if not, will be allocated back to the underwriting syn-
dicate that had originally committed to stand by for them.
As compensation for these commitments, each group of under-
writers will be paid commissions by HMG.

As is typical in a UK offering, the UK underwriters
expect to "lay off" all or a portion of their underwriting
risk by entering into agreements with a number of
institutional and other investors, such as pension funds,
insurance companies, unit trusts and investment trust com-
panies, as well as marketmakers in the securities being sold
(collectively, the "Sub-underwriters'I) . In a typical offer-
ing there would be around 250 Sub-underwriters, but in the
case of many larger UK offerings (including the 1977 BP
Offering) there can be as many as 800. Pursuant to the
sub-underwriting agreements each Sub-underwriter will be
obligated in the event of the offering being undersubscribed
to purchase, at the Fixed Price, a specified portion of any
BP Shares which the UK Underwriters may be required to take
up pursuant to their underwriting agreement with HM Treasury.
Portions of the sub-underwriting may be arranged by brokers
who customarily receive a commission based on the amount of
the securities sub-underwritten through them. For its sub-
underwriting' commitment, each Sub-underwriter is normally
paid a commission based on the amount of the securities which- it has agreed 'to sub-underwrite. In the usual case the UK
underwriters and brokers will in this manner arrange for all

1
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or substantially all of the securities being offered · in the
UK to be sub-underwritten, but the UK Underwriters will be
responsible for purchasing, on the same terms as the UK
public, any shares which a Sub-underwriter fails to take up.

Unlike US Underwriters, the Sub-underwriters are
typically substantial investors and not securities dealers
(other than the Sub-underwriter-Marketmakers and the Non-UK
Sub-underwriters described below) . Many of them may there-
fore wish to acquire and hold for investment the securities
being offered. If any such UK Sub-underwriter believes that
the offering will be fully subscribed and that it will not
acquire as a Sub-underwriter any of the securities being
offered, it may make application for such securities in the
International Offer or make purchases in the market, after
October 30, of outstanding securities of the same class. Any
such transactions by such a UK Sub-underwriter will be taken
with a view to acquiring, whether as Sub-underwriter or
through application or in the market, the aggregate amount of
securities it wishes to acquire as an investment. Each such

Sub-underwriter is free, and can be expected, to act inde-
pendently. It will take its own investment decisions (i)
during the offering period in accordance with its estimate of
the likely outcome of the offering, (ii) after Allocation Day
in accordance with the actual outcome of the offering and
(iii) in either case with a view to its own investment objec-
tives. There is no mechanism in a UK offer for sale for the
Underwriters, the Sub-underwriters or any group of them to
act together in bidding for or purchasing the securities
being distributed for principal account; indeeC, since the
"Big Bang" discussed below, it would probably be illegal for
any such concerted purchasing activity to take place -- in
the absence of permissive rules, which are not yet in force.

UK Sub-underwriters do not take any active role in
soliciting applications for the securities being offered.
The principal inducement for an investor to make an
application in a UK offer for sale is the discount from the
market price. The UK Sub-underwriters' involvement in such
an offer consists solely of what is known in U. S. offerings
as a standby commitment -- that is, a commitment to purchase
a -specified proportion of the securities offered for which
applications are not received. If at the conclusion of the
offering a Sub-underwriter holds securities which it has
acquired pursuant to such commitment, through application or
in the market during the offering period in excess of the
amount which it wanted to obtain or is willing to retain as
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an investment, it can be expected to dispose of such
securities in the market.

The major exception to the above discussion about
UK Sub-underwriters involves the six marketmakers on the LSE
who are expected to be Sub-underwriters in the proposed BP
transaction. These marketmakers are the lineal and func-
tional descendants of the "j obbers'I, referred to in the Rule
1Ob-6 exemption letter dated September 15, 1983 given by the
Staff to Sullivan & Cromwell regarding the 1983 BP offering
(the "1983 BP Letter"), who participate as Sub-underwriters
at least partly to obtain stock with which to make a market.
Unlike the case in 1983, we do not intend to ask for an
exemption for these Sub-underwriter-Marketmakers, who will
instead agree to be bound by the UK Underwriter-Marketmaker
exemption requested in Part IV of this letter.

While the foregoing accurately describes the UK
Sub-underwriters, which will constitute the great majority of
all Sub-underwriters, Sub-underwriters outside the UK (the
"Non-UK Sub-underwriters'I) may fall into a different
category. A number of Non-UK Sub-underwriters will be much
more nearly comparable to US securities dealers, and can be
expected to distribute a substantial portion of any instal-
ment payment BP Shares taken up by them either through
application in the International Offer or pursuant to their
sub-underwriting commitments. In addition, neither the
significance of BP Shares to the overall trading activities
of Non-UK Sub-underwriters nor the importance of their par-
ticipation to assure an orderly market in BP Shares is com-
parable to the situation with the UK Underwriters and the UK
Sub-underwriters. Our proposal with respect to such non-UK
Sub-underwriters is found in Part IV hereof.

III. The UK Market

Because the principal market for BP Shares is the
LSE, and hence the entire Combined Offering depends on the
maintenance of an orderly market in London, we believe it is
important to explain how that market operates. BP's advisors

estimate that daily trading volume in BP Shares on the LSE
alerages 15 million shares, and that this level of activity
would be substantially increased during the period of the
Combined Offering. By comparison, the daily trading volume
on the New York Stock Exchange, the number two market for BP,
averages 375,000 ADSs (equivalent to 4.5 million BP Shares).
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As a result of the so-called "Big Bang" for UKfinancial markets in October 1986, the process by which BPShares are traded in London has changed radically from thatwhich prevailed at the time of the 1983 BP Letter. Prior toBig, Bang, UK underwriters could not be affiliated with the"jobber" firms that facilitated marketmaking on the LSE. Asa result of Big Bang, financial conglomerates -- combiningbrokerage houses, j obbers and underwriters -- have sprung upin London and, of the 16 current marketmakers in BP Shares onthe LSE, all but four are affiliated with firms that areanticipated to be either UK or US underwriters for theproposed BP transaction.

The LSE market itself is now wholly a dealermarket, and superficially resembles NASDAQ. The ISE rules,promulgated under the umbrella of the UK Financial ServicesAct 1986 ("FSA"), govern marketmaker conduct. Marketmakersare "registered" as such in a particular stock, and mustcontinuously maintain two-way prices in not less than amarketable quantity on the LSE' s Stock Exchange AutomatedQuotation ("SEAQ") system. Failure to maintain quotes or acontinuous market can result in deregistration in the par-ticular stock and the termination of marketmaking activities.Once a marketmaker is deregistered, re-registration does notbecome effective for a period of three months without LSEpermission.

The regulatory pattern for LSE marketmakers is notyet completely set, and certain sections of the FSA itselfare not in e ffect at this time. Nonetheless, certain anti-manipulative strictures seem certain to be imposed in thenear future.
Section 47 (2) of the FSA, which becomes effec-tive after December 31, 1987, provides
"any person who does any act or
engages in any course of con-
duct which creates a false or
misleading impression as to 'he
market in or the price or vaiue
of any investments„is guilty of
an offence if he does so for
the purpose of creating that
impression and of thereby
inducing another person to
acquire, dispose of, subscribe
for or underwrite those invest-
ments or to refrain from doingso or to exercise, or refrain
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It is expected that the LSE, within the penumbra of the
authority of this statutory provision, will be imposing rules
on its members that may parallel certain of the Commission's
rules under Section 10 of the 1934 Act.

Marketmakers publish firm bid and offer prices
together-with the size of their quote on SEAQ. They are
comitted thereafter to buy or sell at the price and in the
size quoted. In addition, the "inside" price of highest bid
and lowest offer is highlighted in a yellow strip on the SEAQ
screen, which also names the three firms -- ranked in the
order their bid or offer was first made -- featuring the most
competitive bid or offer price for each listed security.
Marketmakers are committed to make a two-way price in a
minimum size of 1,000 shares, but 12 of the 16 BP market-
makers are accustomed to making a two-way price in a size of
at least 100,000 shares and up to 250,000 shares, and UK
investors are used to seeing such marketmaking in size for BP
Shares, particularly in light of the daily volume. The LSE

has designated BP as an "alpha" stock in the SEAQ system,
recognizing the need for liquidity; the 60-odd alpha stocks
have to have a minimum of 10 active marketmakers.

A

V Unlike the case with NASDAQ in the US, UK customers
cannot directly enter orders with a UK marketmaker through
the SEAQ system, but must reach him by phone to "hit" his

1 bid. A marketmaker is committed, however, to executing
orders at the price and size displayed in the system. Hence,

: the lead marketmaker in a particular stock can at times have
his bid hit in size by several customers, resulting

6 occasionally in an excessive long position. When this hap-
pens, the marketmaker acts somewhat in the role of an
involuntary block positioner, and he usually attempts to
lighten his capital commitment in a number of ways familiar
to US practice. One method is to "lay off" the commitment by
hitting the bids of other marketmakers; another is to lower
his sale price to attract buy orders. In addition, UK
marketmakers often sample the institutional market for the

0 ' particular security by offering privately a special price at
or below the current offered price in the SEAQ system. These
special offerings, comparable to practices adopted by US
marketmakers working on block transactions, are run off the
marketmaker's desk to attract buyer interest and some
additional liquidity for long positions.

1
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There is in addition to the LSE market for BP
Shares a small LSE market in ADSs, which commenced operatingin July of 1987 and has exhibited an average daily volume ofabout 150,000 ADSs (equivalent to 1,800,000 BP Shares).There are four current marketmakers, all of which are alsomarketmakers.in BP Shares.

IV. Exemption from Rule lOb-6

Because the offering of instalment payment BPShares outside the US is proposed to be coordinated with aregistered distribution of instalment payment ADSs in the US,and because trading on the LSE will definitely influencemarket prices of BP Shares and ADSs in the US, a questionarises as to the potential applicability of Rule lOb-6 underthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "1934 Act") totrading in fully-paid BP Shares and ADSs by the UK Under-writers and Sub-underwriters and their affiliates during theUS offering period.* In our view, there are serious doubts asto whether the jurisdictional requirement of the 1934 Act --namely that there be a purchase of a security "by use of anymeans or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of themails er any-facility of any national securities exchange" --would be satisfied in the case of a UK Underwriter or Sub-underwriter's engaging in market transactions in the UK.Nonetheless, as discussed with the staff on a previousoccasion, we hereby apply for an exemption from theprovisions of Rule lob-6 pursuant to paragraph (h) thereof,to the extent and for the reasons set forth below. We havebeen requested by HM Treasury to point out, however, thatthis application does not reflect a concession that Rulelob-6 would apply to the activities of any UK Underwriter orSub-underwriter in the absence of such an exemption.
As mentioned at our meeting with the Staff onAugust 13, 1987, it is essential to the success of theproposed transaction that the LSE market in fully-paid BP

* All members of the US, Canadian, Japanese and Europeanunderwriting syndicates will be subject to, and will agree inthe'orderly marketing agreement for the BP transaction toabide by, all rules and regulations of the Commission relat-ing to trading and stabilization, including Rules lob-6 andlob-7, with respect to their own markets and that of the US.
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Shares not be inhibited during the course of the offering.
Literal application of Rule lob-6 to all UK marketmakers
affiliated with. a UK or US underwriter would remove all but
four minor participants in the UK market and.effectively halt
trading in BP Shares at the very time that it is most crucialto maintain liquidity and an orderly market.

We recognize that the Staff has an interest in not
granting an exemption more extensive than that needed toachieve the desired result. We therefore propose that theexemption cover the following points.

1. UK Marketmakers affiliated with UK Under-
writers. -- These persons would be exempted from the
operation of Rule lob-6, but only to the extent of their
marketmaking activities. Outside of marketmaking, these
persons and their affiliates will not be permitted to pur-
chase for their own accounts, or solicit or induce others to
purchase, BP Covered Securities* during the Rule lob-6Period (see 5 below). These firms will cease publishinginvestment research on BP and their institutional and retail
sales personnel will be prohibited from issuing investment
advice with respect to, or otherwise inducing purchases of,
fully-paid BP Shares and other BP Covered Securities; this
prohibition on soliciting orders from clients will extend
to responding to clients' requests for a view as to thepurchase of fully-paid BP Shares. The investment recommen-
dations on fully-paid BP Shares that are electronically
transmitted by these firms to customers through the TOPIC
system will be withdrawn from that system for the Rule lob-6Period. Phone calls regarding fully-paid BP Shares will belimited to the marketmaking activities described earlier in
this application -- that is, responding to orders resulting
from the bids displayed on the SEAQ system and informing
institutions of special offers in the event of imbalances.
And, to assure that there is no manipulative intent, each UKUnderwriter will commit its affiliated marketmaker, throughthe UK underwriting agreement, to comply with, and be bound
by, the provisions of Section 47(2) of the FCA as if it werecurrently in effect.

* For purposes of Rule lob-6, "BP Covered Securities" hereinincludes fully-paid BP Shares and ADSs, and Warrants to
purchase BP Shares issued in the Standard Oil transaction of1987.
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2. UK Marketmakers affiliated with US Under-
writers -- There are currently four UK marketmakers on theLSE who are affiliated with firms expected to be US under-writers for the BP transaction, and who are not affiliatedwith any UK underwriter. We propose that the Commissionissue an exemption from Rules 1Ob-6 and 1Ob-7 to permit suchmarketmakers to continue making markets on the LSE during theRule 1Ob-6 Period, but only in a "passive" manner. We areaware that there have been extensive discussions between
members of the Staff and the LSE on "passive" marketmakingand that both parties to these discussions favor some form ofaccommodation, but in the absence of any published proposal,we request an exemption for the BP transaction alcng thelines of Annex A hereto.

3. Sub-underwriters and Brokers. -- As in 1983,we propose that UK Sub-under '- iters not acting as market-makers be wholly exempted from Rule lob-6. Such persons are,in the main, traditional institutional investors and shouldnot be treated as market participants. The UK Sub-underwriters who are marketmakers, however, will be treatedas if they were UK Underwriters, and will be subject to thelimited exception set forth in 1 above, as will the brokerswho obtain sub-underwriting commitments. As for the Non-UKSub-underwriters, we propose to include in the sub-underwriting agreement with each of them (as was done in the1977, 1979 and 1983 BP stock offerings), a provision requir-ing such Non-UK Sub-underwriters to observe the tradingrestrictions set forth in Rule 1Ob-6 in full during the Rulelob-6 Period.
Although many of these persons are alsoinstitutional investors and end-buyers comparable to the UKSub-underwriters, it is easier to draw the line at thenational boundary than to examine the status of each Non-UKSub-underwriter as a separate issue.

4. ADSs. -- The market in fully-paid ADSs isclearly derivative of the market for fully-paid BP Shares.The ADS market on the LSE is very small, having only recentlystarted up, and really gets most of its volume when the ADSmarket on the NYSE is closed.
In light of the small volume,and the potential hardship if the LSE marketmaking rulesdescribed in Part III above were to prevent this market fromoperating for three months, we request that the Staff permitmarketmaking on the LSE in fully-paid ADSs by marketmakersaffiliated with UK underwriters to continue during the Rule1Ob-6 Period, subject to the same restrictions laid down in 1above.
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As to the market in ADSs in New York, all persons
'affiliated with US or UK Underwriters will comply with Rule
1Ob-6»during the Rule lob-6 Period. It is expected that the
NYSE-specialist, and marketmakers unaffiliated with under-
writers, will enter the market during the period of

, withdrawal to fill up any vacancies caused by the departure
of the affiliated broker-dealers.

5. Applicable Period. -- We propose that the date
of comniancement of offers or sales provided in Rule lob-6 be
deemed to be the date of effectiveness of the registration
statement for the International Offer, October 30, 1987, and
that solicited brokerage and principal transactions be per-
mitted to be effected prior to two business days before
dommencement of such offers or sales -- i.e., through October
27. The period for prohibition of such purchases and induce-
ments ('the "Rule lob-6 Period") , therefore, will extend from
October 28 to the time of termination of the US distribution.
The Staff has recently recognized, in a number of contexts,
that the price of stocks of many large . corporations in the UK
often are below the $5 price set forth in Rule lob-6(a) (v)
and (xi), and hence a two day "cooling-off" period is more
appropriate for such a security than a nine day period would
be. Cf. C.H. Beazer (Holdings) PLC (avail. May 28, 1987). At
a current price level of 35Op per BP Share, the stock is
actually above the $5 limit, but the instalment payment BP
Shares will be· priced below $5, 'and markets can fluctuate.
We submit that for a corporation like BP, with the trading
characteristics described above, the two day period should be
adequate to satis fy the Commission' s regulatory respon-sibilities.

As indicated above, the Priority Offer to US and
Canadian holders -- the quasi-rights offering -- will com-
mence October 15, although sales will not take place until
after the US and Canadian registration statements go effec-
tive (or the Canadian equivalent -- acceptance of the
Canadian prospectus by Canadian regulators), applications not
previously rescinded are accepted by HMG and confirmations --
together with final prospectuses -- are mailed out to suc-
cessful applicants. But the real inclucement for US and
.Canadian'ADS -iholders and direct holders o f BP Shares to
purchase/in.the Priority Offer is the anticipated substantial

i-'· 22:ZeoVt=hriml =i=C=ubrt;nit=Cok=*apbrCNC.toflhis fnully==21'Bpn
-«arithmetic= calculation off the] price of .fully:paid BP Sharesat.October 15, 'since the effective discount is increased by]]the partly-paid feature of« the instalment payment BP Shares
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and ADSs, and also by the time value of money. As a .result
of the discount, the US underwriters are really not involved
in the distribution of the Priority Offer securities in the
US, despite the fact that they have underwritten the offer on
a stand-by basis. We believe, therefore, that the Staff
would be correct in ignoring the Priority Offer in determin-
ing the date for commencement of the Rule 1Ob-6 Period.

We believe these proposed exemptions would make it
possible to maintain liquidity for BP Shares throughout the
offering while effectively eliminating the chances for abuse
at which Rule lob-6 is aimed.

Please do not hesitate to call collect to the
undersigned at (212) 530-4888 or to Samuel F. Pryor, III at
(212) 530-4300 if we may be of any assistance in connection
with this application.

Very truly yours,

Charles S. Whitman, III
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